
MOCK EXAM 
INFORMATION
for PUPILS
Photography



GENERAL INFORMATION
Which paper will I sit for my mock exam?
This will be your final piece which is 25% of your 60% coursework.

How long is the exam?
Ten hours

What do I need to revise?
There is a live folder with examples of projects, showing level 7 & 8 work and ideas 
for hand developments and further ideas.

You need to come prepared to the examination session ready to complete your final 
piece. The final piece will be a further progression  based upon your development 
ideas/work that have been completed in lesson and for homework.

Students in Photography Group 113/Po1 will need to create a plan of their final piece 
in an A4 format. This must be taken in to the 10 hour supervised test.

Where can I find it?
See shared folder via email 

What are the top tips for remembering this paper?
To make sure you have a clear plan for the 10 hours that has been discussed with 
Miss Hughes previously. It is  vital that you come prepared with all resources you will 
need for the 10 hours. You are not allowed to watch online tutorials or research 
developmental techniques/methods in the exam. All preparation work should be 
completed before the examination.

REVISION TIMETABLE:
You can find your revision timetable here: 
https://www.studleyhighschool.org.uk/pupils/year-11-mock-exam-and-revision-
information/

https://www.studleyhighschool.org.uk/pupils/year-11-mock-exam-and-revision-information/


Revision questions
Use the following to help practise for your mock exams in this subject. Revise 
and learn the following (answers are provided to help you!)

1. What makes a successful choice for photographer for a project?

2. How can you develop an idea? How can you show this?

3. What makes a quality photograph? What things must you consider?

4. What must a final piece show? What will make it successful?

5. When uploading your own photographs, what must you remember?



Revision Answers
1. Must link to your starting point. Must be able to give you opportunity to develop 

your ideas. Your choice must be work that you like and that inspires you. You 
must be able to identify an area that you want to develop.

2. Showing a clear idea that is linked to your theme. Creative flair and taking risks 
with your ideas. When using Photoshop you must cut out accurately. Creating a 
hand manipulation that pushes your ideas further that shows accuracy and 
precision. Adding relevant text to you work. Challenging yourself with a 
Photoshop edit (using a tutorial). Taking another set of images that show 
development of your theme.

3. Are you using the correct camera setting? Have you consider location or 
background? Have you used appropriate lighting, using props, gels etc? Have you 
considered the appropriate composition? Is your model wearing appropriate 
clothing / make up that links to your theme.

4. It must show clear links to the artist / photographers that you have studied. Make 
strong links back to the previous development work. The image must be planned 
and quality. A personal response to the theme.

5. Images large enough to be clearly seen. 
• Analysis of the images.
• Information about what settings of the cameras have been used.
• Information on why you have taken these images. 
• Clear title.
• Photographic information clearly stating the location and set up.
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